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Abstract
Recently, high-resolution spectroscopy of slow beams of metastable helium mol-
ecules (He
∗
2) generated by multistage Zeeman deceleration was used in combi-
nation with Rydberg-series extrapolation techniques to obtain the lowest rota-
tional interval in the molecular helium ion at a precision of 18 MHz [Jansen et al.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 115 (13) (2015) 133202], limited by the temporal width of the
Fourier-transform-limited laser pulses used to record the spectra. We present
here an extension of these measurements in which we have (1) measured higher
rotational intervals of He2
+
, (2) replaced the pulsed UV laser by a cw UV laser
and improved the resolution of the spectra by a factor of more than five, and
(3) studied MJ redistribution processes in regions of low magnetic fields of the
Zeeman decelerator and shown how these processes can be exploited to assign
transitions originating from specific spin-rotational levels (N
′′
, J
′′
) of He
∗
2 .
Keywords: High-Resolution Spectroscopy, Molecular Rydberg States, Zeeman
Deceleration, Metastable Helium Molecules.
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1. Introduction
Translationally cold samples of molecules offer interesting perspectives for
high-resolution spectroscopy. The long measurement times that are possible
∗
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with such samples and the reduced Doppler widths are ideally suited for pre-
cision measurements of transition frequencies in molecules, and such measure-
ments are beginning to be relevant in the context of tests of the standard model
of particle physics and some of its extensions [1]. Precision measurements in
few-electron, light molecules such as H2
+
, H2 and He2
+
are used as tests of
ab initio quantum-chemical calculations which aim at an exact solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation and a rigorous determination of relativistic and quantum-
electrodynamics (QED) corrections [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In these molecules, the velocity
of the electrons is relatively low, and nonrelativistic quantum-electrodynamics
turns out to be particularly successful. In this approach, the energy is expressed
as a series expansion in powers of the fine-structure constant α, which is a mea-
sure of the classical electron speed
E (α) = E(0) + α2E(2) + α3E(3) + α4E(4) +O (α5) . (1)
The terms in different powers of α are associated with different contributions
to the overall energy. E(0) contains the Born-Oppenheimer energy including
adiabatic and nonadiabatic interactions, while α
2E(2) and α3E(3) represent the
relativistic and leading-order QED corrections. Higher powers of α are associ-
ated with higher-order QED corrections. Recent calculations for the molecular
hydrogen ion include relativistic and QED corrections up to terms proportional
to α
6
and report an accuracy of 2 kHz for the first vibrational intervals of H2
+
[3] and HD
+
[6]. The most accurate calculations of the energies in H2, HD, and
D2 include full corrections up to terms proportional to α
3
as well as the dom-
inant one-loop contribution of the α
4
term [4, 5]. The reported uncertainties
are less than 30 MHz and the calculated and experimental results agree within
this uncertainty [7, 8]. The best calculations of the rovibrational levels of He2
+
[9] have an accuracy of about 120 MHz, sufficient to reproduce the energy-level
structure measured in earlier experiments [10, 11], although they do not include
relativistic and radiative corrections.
Few-electron diatomic molecules present experimental challenges for high-
resolution studies of their spectra, and experimental data on their energy-level
2
structures are scarce. Indeed, the symmetric isotopomers do not have a per-
manent electric dipole moment, which implies that these species do not have a
pure rotational nor a rovibrational spectrum. Spectroscopic data on the molec-
ular helium cation are limited to rotational and vibrational transitions in the
asymmetric
3
He
4
He
+
isotopomer reported by Yu et al. [10, 11] and microwave
transitions between highly excited vibrational levels of the electronic ground
state and the lowest vibrational levels of the first electronically excited states
in He2
+
by Carrington et al. [12]. The only experimental data available on
the low-lying rovibrational levels of
4
He2
+
have been obtained by photoelectron
spectroscopy [13] and from the Rydberg spectrum of He2 using Rydberg-series
extrapolation techniques [14, 15, 13, 16, 17].
The work presented in this article is devoted to measurements of the energy
level structure of He2
+
by high-resolution spectroscopy of Rydberg states of
He2 and extrapolation of the Rydberg series [13, 16, 17]. The strength of our
approach to study He2
+
relies on the facts that (1) its energy levels structure is
obtained by extrapolation of allowed electronic transitions of He2 in the ultravi-
olet (UV) range of the electromagnetic spectrum, (2) the initial state of He2 we
use, the metastable a
3
Σ
+
u state (called He
∗
2 hereafter), can easily be generated
in supersonic beams, (3) He
∗
2 has a magnetic moment of two Bohr magneton,
which makes it possible to decelerate He
∗
2 beams to low velocities in the lab-
oratory reference frame using the technique of multistage Zeeman deceleration
[18, 19], and (4) the electronic spectrum of He
∗
2 is well known and information
on low-lying Rydberg states and fine-structure intervals facilitates the interpre-
tation of spectra of high Rydberg states. We believe that, in the long term,
these advantages will enable us to reach a higher precision and accuracy than
currently possible in H2 [7, 8, 20].
The spectrum of He2 has been investigated exhaustively after its first detec-
tion in 1913, independently by Curtis [21] and Goldstein [22]. Most information
about the Rydberg states of He2 has been obtained with classical emission
grating spectroscopy in the extensive measurements of Ginter and coworkers
[23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 15]. In addition, low-lying Rydberg states have
3
been investigated using infrared emission [31] and absorption [32] spectroscopy,
laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy [33], Fourier-transform emission spec-
troscopy [34, 35, 36, 37], laser absorption spectroscopy [38, 39, 40, 41], optical
heterodyne concentration-modulation spectroscopy [42], and infrared emission
spectroscopy from proton-irradiated cryogenic helium gas [43, 44]. Highly ac-
curate measurements of the fine structure in the lowest rotational states of He
∗
2
(ν
′′ = 0) have been performed by Lichten et al. using molecular-beam radio-
frequency (r.f.) spectroscopy [45, 46, 47]. Bjerre and coworkers [40, 48, 41]
employed laser-r.f. double-resonance spectroscopy to extend the measurements
of the fine-structure intervals to higher rotational and vibrational states. Focsa
et al. [36] performed a global fit on infrared and r.f. data to obtain a consistent
set of molecular constants for the six lowest excited electronic states of He2.
The structure of this article is as follows: After an overview of current knowl-
edge on He
∗
2 , on the triplet Rydberg states of He2, and on the ground state of
He2
+
in section 2, we summarize our experimental approach in section 3. The
experimental results are presented in section 4 and a brief summary is provided
in the conclusions section.
2. Energy levels of He2 and He2
+
: general considerations
The van-der-Waals interaction between two helium atoms in their
1
S0 ground
state is extremely weak and gives rise to a very shallow potential-energy well
for the ground state of He2, with a depth in the order of 10
−3
cm
−1
[49] and
a single bound rovibrational state with a mean internuclear distance of almost
5 nm [50]. In contrast, He2
+
in its X
+ 2
Σ
+
u ground state is covalently bound,
with a well depth of almost 2.5 eV [9]. The strongly bound nature of the He2
+
ground state implies the existence of singlet and triplet Rydberg series of He2.
Many Rydberg states are known for He2 that all belong to series converging on
the X
+ 2
Σ
+
u electronic ground state of He2
+
[51, 52, 15]. With the exception of
the single bound level of the electronic ground state, all bound states of He2 are
Rydberg states, so that He2 can be regarded as a Rydberg molecule [53].
4
2.1. Metastable helium molecules He
∗
2
The lowest Rydberg states of He2, the a
3
Σ
+
u state, is metastable, with a
calculated radiative lifetime of 18 s [54], because radiative decay to the ground
electronic state is spin forbidden. Its long lifetime and the ease with which it
can be produced in electric discharges make He
∗
2 an ideal initial state to study
the electronic spectrum and the photoionization of He2, as demonstrated in the
numerous studies cited in the introduction. The triplet nature of He
∗
2 gives rise
to a magnetic moment of two Bohr magneton and thus to an electron-Zeeman
effect that can be exploited to slow down supersonic beams of He2 by multistage
Zeeman deceleration [19, 17] (see also Sections 3 and 4).
The generalized Pauli principle requires the total wavefunction to be sym-
metric under exchange of the two bosonic
4
He
2+
(I = 0) nuclei, so that only
rotational states for which the quantum number N (N is the quantum number
associated with the total angular momentum excluding spin) is odd are allowed
in states of Σ
+
u symmetry, such as the a
3
Σ
+
u state of
4
He2 and the X
+ 2
Σ
+
u state
of He2
+
. The rotational and fine structure in the vibrational ground state of
He
∗
2 can be described by an effective Hamiltonian [55, 56] appropriate to Hund’s
case (b) molecules in electronic states of Σ symmetry
H = B0N⃗2 −D0N⃗4 +H0N⃗6 + 23λ0 (3S2z − S⃗2) + γ0S⃗ ⋅N⃗ , (2)
where B0 is the rotational constant, D0 and H0 are the quartic and sextic cen-
trifugal distortion constants, λ0 is the spin-spin interaction constant, γ0 is the
spin-rotation interaction constant, and N⃗ and S⃗ are the total angular momen-
tum excluding spin and the total electron spin, respectively. The spin-spin and
spin-rotation interactions split each rotational state N into three fine-structure
components with total angular momentum quantum number J = N,N±1. Lev-
els of the same J value but N values differing by 2 mix under the influence of
the spin-spin interaction. Matrix elements of Eq. (2) can be found in Ref. [56].
The fine-structure splittings of the three lowest rotational states in He2 (a
3
Σ
+
u
ν = 0) are shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Fine structure (left panel) and Zeeman effect (right panel) of the N
′′ = 1, 3, and 5
states of He
∗
2 . The low-field-seeking magnetic sublevels of the J
′′ = N ′′+1 manifold are shown
in red and states of the J
′′ = N ′′ and N ′′ − 1 are shown in grey.
To treat the effects of an external magnetic field, one needs two additional
terms in the Hamiltonian
HZ = −geµBh̵ S⃗ ⋅B⃗ − gRµBh̵ N⃗ ⋅B⃗, (3)
where ge ≈ −2.00232 and gR denote the electron and rotational g-factors, re-
spectively. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) represents the
coupling of the overall rotation of the molecule to the external magnetic field.
This coupling is four orders of magnitude weaker than the coupling of the elec-
tron spin to the field and plays a negligible role for the deceleration experiments
described below. On the right-hand side of Fig. 1, we show the eigenvalues of
the combined Hamiltonian as a function of the magnetic-field strength for the
three lowest rotational states in He
∗
2 . The Zeeman effect in higher rotational
6
states is almost identical to that for N = 5 because the fine structure at zero
field only slowly changes with N at high N values and the rotational spacings
are much larger than the Zeeman shifts, even for magnetic-field strengths of
several Tesla [19].
2.2. He2
+
and He2 Rydberg states
In the X
+ 2
Σ
+
u electronic ground state, the rotational structure of He2
+
can
also be described by Eq. (2). However, only the spin-rotation interaction [last
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2)] contributes to the fine structure, because
there is only one unpaired electron. The spin-rotation interaction in the X
+ 2
Σ
+
u
state of He2
+
splits each rotational state N
+
into two fine-structure states with
J
+ = N+ ± 1
2
. In the following, we denote quantum numbers and molecular
constants of the a
3
Σ
+
u state of He2 and the X
+ 2
Σ
+
u state of He2
+
with double
primed symbols and a “+” superscript, respectively, to avoid confusion. The
splitting between the two J
+
states of a given N
+
value is given by γ
+
0 (N++ 12),
where γ
+
0 is the spin-rotation coupling constant of the vibrational ground state
of He2
+
(X
+ 2
Σ
+
u ν
+ = 0).
Although γ
+
0 has not been measured for He2
+
yet, one can estimate it to be≈ −3 MHz from the known spin-rotation coupling constant in 3He4He+ [11] and
the fact that γ
+
0 scales as µ
−1
[57], where µ is the reduced mass of the molecule.
To resolve the two fine-structure levels of the rotational states of He2
+
with N
+
values greater than 9 and 51, an experimental resolution of 25 and 150 MHz,
respectively, would be required.
The energy-level structure of low-lying Rydberg states of He2 is adequately
described by Hund’s angular-momentum coupling case (b) and thorough analy-
ses of many of these low-lying states have been reported (see references cited in
the introduction). Rydberg states of high principal quantum number are more
conveniently described by Hund’s angular-momentum coupling case (d). The
Rydberg series of He2 that can be accessed from He
∗
2 by single-photon excitation
are npσ
3
Σ
+
g and nppi
3
Π
±
g in Hund’s case (b) notation and npN
+
N in Hund’s
case (d) notation. The two angular-momentum coupling schemes are related
7
by a unitary angular-momentum frame transformation with which rotational-
electronic interactions are treated in the realm of multichannel quantum-defect
theory [58]. The high-n states we use to extrapolate the series and determine the
rotational energy-level structure of He2
+
are best described in Hund’s angular-
momentum coupling case (d), as illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. Three np
series converge on each rotational level N
+
of He2
+
, with N values of N
+
and
N
+ ± 1 (N⃗ = N⃗+ + ⃗`, with ` = 1 for p series). The series with N = N+ have
pure Hund’s case (b) nppi
3
Π
−
g character and those with N = N+± 1 and N > 1
have mixed npσ
3
Σ
+
g and nppi
3
Π
+
g character.
Because N , and not N
+
, is the good quantum number, levels of the same
N value that converge on different rotational states of He2
+
interact, giving
rise to spectral perturbations below and to rotational autoionization above the
N
+ = N − 1 thresholds. These interactions, indicated by horizontal arrows
in Fig. 2, couple series differing in N
+
by 2 and need to be accounted for in
the extrapolation of the Rydberg series. The best way to do so is by using
multichannel quantum-defect theory as implemented by Jungen [58]. In our
determination of the lowest rotational interval of He2
+
we extrapolated the series
using the quantum defect parameters of the np triplet states of He2 reported
by Sprecher et al. [16]. If the positions of the rotational levels of the cation are
not known with sufficient precision, as is the case for the series converging to
the N
+ = 11 and 13 ionic levels discussed in Section 4, the series limits can be
extrapolated in first approximation using Rydberg’s formula
hcν˜n` = EI (He∗2) + Erv (He2+) − hcRHe2(n − δ`)2 , (4)
where ν˜n` represents the spectral position of the Rydberg states of principal
and orbital angular-momentum quantum numbers n and `, respectively, and
quantum defect δ`. The quantities EI(He∗2), Erv(He2+) and RHe2 represent the
adiabatic ionization energy of He
∗
2 , the rovibrational energy of the He2
+
ion
core, and the mass-corrected Rydberg constant for He2, respectively. Rydberg’s
formula adequately describes the noninteracting npN
+
N=N+ series and also gives
good extrapolation results for the other two series if states of very high n values
8
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Figure 2: Energy-level diagram showing the rotational levels of He
∗
2 and the triplet np Rydberg
states of He2 that converge to the three lowest rotational levels of He2
+
. The positions of
pure rotational levels of the metastable state are marked by dashed horizontal lines. The spin-
rotation fine structure is exaggerated for clarity. Solid and dashed arrows indicate optically
allowed transitions and channel interactions, respectively. Rapidly autoionizing levels are
drawn in blue.
are used in the extrapolation.
The spin-spin coupling of the triplet Rydberg states of He2 scales with n
−3
and becomes negligible at high n values. The spin-rotation interaction is primar-
ily that of the ion core, so that the fine structure converges to the spin-rotation
splitting of He2
+
at high values of n (see Fig. 6 of Ref. [59]).
The rotational selection rules for single-photon excitation from He
∗
2 to npσ
3
Σ
+
g
and nppi
3
Π
±
g Rydberg states are given by N −N ′′ = 0,±1. Combined with the
∆` = ±1 selection rule for transitions between Rydberg states, the overall se-
lection rule for single-photon excitation from the a
3
Σ
+
u state to Rydberg levels
converging to the X
+ 2
Σ
+
u state is given by ∆N = N+ − N ′′ = 0,±2. Transi-
9
tions from He
∗
2 to np Rydberg levels can therefore be unambiguously labeled as
N
′′
J ′′ → npN+N . Transitions to Rydberg states with ∆N = 0,−2, and +2 are re-
ferred to as Q(N
′′
)-type, O(N
′′
)-type, and S(N
′′
)-type transitions, respectively.
The Q-type transitions are far stronger than the O- and S-type transitions be-
cause the He2
+
ion core is left with an electron hole of mainly s character after
excitation of He2 to np Rydberg states [60]. However, O-type transitions can
gain intensity through rotational channel interactions between levels converging
on different rotational states of the ion discussed above and indicated by the
horizontal dashed arrows in Fig. 2. The observation of these O-type transitions
in He2 is essential for the determination of the relative positions of energy levels
in both the metastable state and ion ground state.
3. Experimental setup and procedure
A schematic view of the laser systems and the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 3. In the experiments, we use both a pulsed UV laser system with
a near Fourier-transform-limited bandwidth of 150 MHz [depicted in Fig. 3a)]
and a continuous-wave (cw) single-mode UV laser with a bandwidth of 1.5 MHz
[depicted in Fig. 3c)]. To generate the pulsed UV radiation, the cw output of a
ring dye laser with a wavelength around 580 nm is pulse amplified in dye cells
pumped with the second harmonic of a neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminium-
garnet (Nd:YAG) laser and frequency doubled in a beta-barium-borate (BBO)
crystal. The pulse amplified fundamental radiation is frequency calibrated to
an accuracy of 20 MHz (1σ) with a wave meter and a fraction of the cw output
of the ring dye laser is used to record the laser-induced-fluorescence spectrum
of I2, as desribed in Ref. [17]. The difference between the frequencies of the
cw and pulse-amplified outputs of the ring-dye laser is used to quantify the
effects of the frequency chirp arising in the pulse-amplification process. The
experiments involving cw UV radiation made use of the cw output of the ring
laser, which was frequency doubled in an external cavity. In the experiments
involving cw radiation, only the relative frequency was measured with an etalon
10
at an accuracy of 5 MHz.
A supersonic beam of metastable helium molecules is produced in an electric
discharge through an expansion of pure helium gas [13] in a source chamber.
The body of the valve can be cooled to temperatures of 77 and 10 K, resulting
in supersonic beams with velocities of approximately 1000 and 500 m/s, respec-
tively [19]. The molecular beam is collimated with a skimmer before entering
a second, differentially-pumped vacuum chamber that contains a 55-coil multi-
stage Zeeman decelerator [18, 19, 61].
The Zeeman decelerator exploits the Zeeman effect to manipulate the lon-
gitudinal velocity of the metastable helium molecules. When a He
∗
2 molecule
approaches an inhomogeneous magnetic field, it experiences a force that depends
on its effective dipole moment. In a magnetic field, the J
′′ = 2 fine-structure
component of the N
′′ = 1 rotational ground state of He∗2 is split into five mag-
netic sublevels that are labeled with their value of MJ ′′ , the quantum number
associated with the projection of the total angular momentum vector J
′′
on the
magnetic-field axis (see Fig. 1). The energy of two of the five magnetic sublevels
increases as the magnetic-field strength increases. Molecules in these two states
experience a force toward regions of low magnetic-field strength and are there-
fore referred to as “low-field seekers”. Analogously, molecules in a state that
displays a decrease in energy with increasing magnetic-field strength experience
a force toward regions of high magnetic-field strength and are referred to as a
“high-field seekers”. When a low-field seeker approaches a magnetic field that
is created by applying a current to a solenoid, part of its kinetic energy is con-
verted into Zeeman energy and the molecule slows down. However, as soon as
the low-field seeker crosses the region of maximum magnetic field, correspond-
ing to the center of the solenoid, it gets accelerated again. In order to prevent
this reacceleration, the magnetic field is switched off abruptly. By repeating
this process many times and choosing the switch-off time of the current in the
solenoids so as to maintain a phase-stable deceleration [62], the molecules can
be decelerated to any desired velocity. Because the magnetic field has to be
switched off before the molecule leaves the coil, the maximum velocity that can
11
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Figure 3: Schematic representation (not to scale) of the experimental setup. a) pulsed-
amplified ring-dye laser, b) vacuum setup showing the discharge source, the Zeeman decelera-
tor, and the magnetically shielded photoexcitation region, and c) cw doubling of the output of
a ring dye laser using a cavity. Nd:YAG, neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet; WM,
wave meter; SMF, single mode fiber; BBO, beta barium borate crystal; MCP, microchannel
plate detector.
be manipulated by a single coil is determined by the ratio of the length of the
coil and the switch-off time of the magnetic field. For our experimental parame-
ters (7.2 mm, 8µs, 250 A, and maximal on-axis field strength of 2 T) this results
in a maximum velocity around 700 m/s. To obtain an initial velocity below this
value, the valve body has to be cooled to 10 K.
The decelerator is segmented into three modules: two modules containing
12 coils and one module containing 31 coils. These modules are separated by
pumping towers to guarantee a low background pressure in the decelerator. In
addition, the modular design of the decelerator offers the flexibility to match the
number of coils to the magnetic-moment-to-mass ratio of the species of interest.
In order to maintain the magnetic quantization axis of the molecules as they
traverse the region between the deceleration modules, the towers are equipped
with solenoids as well, as explained by Wiederkehr et al. [61].
After about 1 m of flight, the molecules enter a third vacuum chamber that is
12
used for photoexcitation and detection. Approximately 60 mm beyond the last
coil of the decelerator, the molecular beam is intersected at right angles with
the UV laser beam that is used to drive transitions to np Rydberg states. The
excitation region is surrounded by a cylindrically symmetric stack of electrodes
for the application of ionization and extraction electric fields. A weak dc electric
field is applied to the stack during photoexcitation in order to reduce stray
electric fields to below 1 mV/cm. The stray field is determined by recording
spectra in the presence of different dc electric fields and fitting the observed
Stark shifts to a quadratic polynomial, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In order to
suppress stray magnetic fields, two concentric mu-metal tubes are used to shield
the excitation region. For molecules decelerated to 120 m/s, the current in
the last coil is switched off 0.5 ms before the molecules reach the excitation
volume. The Rydberg states are ionized for detection by the application of a
pulsed electric field which is also used to extract the ions toward a microchannel-
plate (MCP) detector. A small electric field is applied to the stack shortly
after photoexcitation but before the ionization pulse. This discrimination pulse
separates prompt ions, produced by direct ionization or rapid autoionization,
from ions produced by pulsed field ionization, based on their different arrival
times on the MCP detector. The discrimination pulse also induces the field
ionization of Rydberg states with n ≳ 200, so that these states contribute to the
prompt-ion signal.
4. Results
The procedure for obtaining the intervals between successive rotational states
in He2
+
relies on the determination of the relative convergence limits of Ryd-
berg series excited by Q-type and O-type transitions. This procedure has been
used to extract the interval ν˜
+
31 between the N
+ = 1 and N+ = 3 rotational
levels of He2
+
in Ref. [17] and is briefly repeated here. ν˜
+
31 corresponds to the
difference between the convergence limits ν˜13 of the 3 → np12 series and ν˜33 of
the 3→ np33 series (see Fig. 2). This interval can also be determined from the
13
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Figure 4: Spectra of the 11 → 123p12 transition (left-hand side) and 10 → 124p11 transition
(right-hand side) of He
∗
2 recorded in the presence of different dc electric fields. The vertical
shift of the baseline of each spectrum corresponds to the applied field in units of mV/cm. The
diamonds show the transition frequencies and the dashed lines represent fits using quadratic
polynomials. In this way, the stray field could be reduced to below 1 mV/cm.
convergence limits ν˜11 of the 1 → np10−2 series and ν˜33 of the 3 → np33 series
in combination with the interval ν˜
′′
31 between the N
′′ = 1 and N ′′ = 3 rotational
levels of He
∗
2 and is given by ν˜
+
13 = ν˜ ′′31 + ν˜33 − ν˜11. In order to derive the ν˜ ′′31
interval, differences between transition wave numbers from N
′′ = 1 and N ′′ = 3
rotational levels to any member of the np12 series can be taken. This proce-
dure is illustrated in Fig. 5 that shows the 1 → np11,2 and 3 → np12 Rydberg
series around n = 128 [17]. To account for the triplet structure of the initial
states, three Gaussian profiles have been fitted to the observed line shapes. The
energy splitting between the line centers is fixed to the known fine-structure
intervals [45] and the relative intensities are assumed to correspond to the de-
generacy factors 2J
′′ + 1. The interval between the N ′′ = 1 and 3 rotational
levels of He
∗
2 was determined to be 75.8137(4) cm
−1
[17], in agreement with the
value of 75.8129(3) cm
−1
derived from the rotational Hamiltonian and molecular
constants reported by Focsa et al. [36].
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Figure 5: Determination of the ν˜
′′
31 interval between the N
′′ = 1 and 3 rotational levels of
He
∗
2 from combinational differences of transitions converging on the same np12 Rydberg level.
Vertical dashed lines indicate the centers of gravity of the transitions.
The convergence limits of the Rydberg series were derived by extrapolat-
ing transitions to Rydberg states of principal quantum numbers in the range
n = 95− 115. This choice represents a compromise between states that are high
enough in n for the uncertainties in the quantum defects to have a negligible
effect on the extrapolated energies and low enough not to be strongly affected
by the Stark effect. The ionization thresholds ν˜11, ν˜13 and ν˜33 were determined
to be 34301.20585(10), 34225.39234(10), and 34296.33037(7) cm
−1
, respectively,
with a systematic uncertainty of 1.4 × 10−3 cm−1 [17]. The lowest rotational
interval in He2
+
was thus determined to be 70.9380(6) cm
−1
with a total uncer-
tainty of 6× 10−4 cm−1 or 18 MHz, which is less than the estimated uncertainty
(≈ 4 × 10−3 cm−1) of the most recent and precise theoretical value [9].
Higher rotational intervals of He2
+
can be determined by recording Ryd-
berg series that converge on higher-rotational states of the ion. As an exam-
ple, spectra of the 13 → np1112 Rydberg series in the range n ≈ 60 − 67 and
13→ np1313,14 Rydberg series in the range n ≈ 95− 115 are shown in Fig. 6(a)
and (b), respectively. The spectra also contain spectral features that corre-
spond to transitions of the 1 → np11,2 to 11 → np1111,12 series. The energy
interval between the N
+ = 11 and 13 rotational states in He2+ can be estimated
by taking the difference between the series limits extrapolated using Rydberg’s
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Figure 6: Rydberg spectra of the (a) 13 → np1112 series of He2 in the range n ≈ 60 − 67 and
(b) 13 → np1313,14 series in the range n ≈ 95 − 115. The spectra also contain contributions
from transitions belonging to 1→ np11,2 to 11→ np1111,12 Rydberg series.
formula. Setting the uncertainty equal to the experimental linewidth, we deter-
mine this interval to be 346.988(6) cm
−1
, as compared to the theoretical value
of 346.977(4) cm
−1
[9]. Extrapolation of the 13 → np1112 and 13 → np1313,14
Rydberg series using MQDT should result in a more accurate determination of
the N
+ = 11-to-13 rotational interval in He2+. However, an accurate determi-
nation by MQDT requires the precise knowledge of higher rotational levels of
He2
+
, which is not available yet but can be obtained in a global analysis of all
measured O-type and Q-type transitions to Rydberg states. Such an analysis
is currently being performed, including series converging to rotational levels of
He2
+
as high as N
+ = 21 [63].
An important asset of the experiment is the use of a multistage Zeeman
decelerator to reduce the velocity of the beam of metastable helium molecules
and, consequently, systematic Doppler shifts resulting from the velocity com-
ponents parallel to the laser beam. In Fig. 7, traces (a) and (b) show part of
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the Rydberg spectrum of He
∗
2 in the vicinity of the 1→ 94p11,2 transition that
was obtained using an undecelerated beam with a velocity of 1000 m/s and a
decelerated beam with a velocity of 120 m/s, respectively. Many lines that are
present in the spectrum recorded with the undecelerated beam are not observed
in the spectrum obtained with the decelerated beam. This reduction in spec-
tral congestion is a consequence of the spin-rotational state selectivity of the
deceleration process. As expected from the Zeeman map of Fig. 1, the J
′′ = N ′′
component is completely rejected from the beam, and transitions originating
from this level are absent after deceleration. In addition, the J
′′ = 2 compo-
nent carries approximately half the intensity of the J
′′ = 0 component for the
Q(1)-type transitions and in the case of the Q(3)-type transitions, the J
′′ = 4
component is hardly visible in the spectrum and only the J
′′ = 2 component
is observed. From the Zeeman map of He
∗
2 shown in Fig. 1, one would expect
that the relative intensities of the J
′′ = 0 and 2, and J ′′ = 2 and 4 fine-structure
states would reflect the respective number of low-field seeking states, that is,
one would expect ratios of 1:2 and 5:2, respectively, in contrast to the ratios of
2:1 and >20:1 observed experimentally.
The apparent loss of molecules in the J
′′ = N ′′ + 1 fine-structure component
during the deceleration process can be understood in terms of a redistribution
over all MJ ′′ states in regions of near-zero magnetic-field strength in the pumping
towers. Although the pumping towers are equipped with coils that are pulsed
as the molecules pass, the generated magnetic field is not strong enough in this
case to maintain the magnetic quantization axis over the whole tower region,
resulting in nonadiabatic losses. Assuming a complete redistribution over all
MJ ′′ states every time the molecules traverse a tower, one expects the population
of the J
′′ = 2 and 4 components to be suppressed by factors of (5/2)τ and(9/2)τ , respectively, where τ is the number of towers the molecules traverse. The
spectra in Fig. 7 have been normalized with respect to the J
′′ = 0 fine-structure
component of the transition to the 94np12 Rydberg state and vertical bars
indicate the expected intensities of the fine-structure components with respect
to the J
′′ = N ′′−1 state, assuming a complete redistribution over MJ ′′ states for
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2 [1000 m/s, trace (a)], a spectrum
obtained from a sample decelerated from 500 to 120 m/s using three deceleration modules and
two pumping towers [trace (b)], and a spectrum obtained from a sample decelerated from 500
to 335 m/s using a single 31-stage deceleration module without any tower [trace (c)]. Vertical
bars indicate expected relative line intensities based on the Zeeman energy of the different
MJ ′′ states and assuming a complete redistribution among near-degenerate MJ ′′ levels. Note
that for trace (c) the decelerated and undecelerated molecules are not completely separated
spatially, giving rise to small features from the J
′′ = N ′′ fine-structure components.
the decelerated sample with τ = 2. Trace (c) in Fig. 7 displays the same spectral
region but was obtained using a molecular beam that was decelerated from 500
to 335 m/s using a single 31-stage deceleration module without any tower (τ =
0). The relative intensities of the fine-structure components in this spectrum
exactly matches the number of low-field seeking states. The observed changes of
intensities resulting from MJ ′′ redistribution processes confirm the validity of the
assumption of a statistical redistribution among the near-degenerate magnetic
sublevels at each tower. These MJ ′′ redistribution processes actually turn out
to be a powerful tool to assign transitions to specific initial N
′′
, J
′′
levels.
Figure 7 also indicates that no residual Doppler shifts persist within the sta-
tistical uncertainty of the measurements. In principle, a reduction of the beam
velocity results in a reduction of the Doppler width of spectral lines and should
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therefore allow for a more precise determination of observed spectral positions.
However, the pulse-amplification process results in a spectral resolution that is
limited by the pulse width of the pumping laser. Assuming a Fourier-transform-
limited Gaussian pulse with a pulse duration of 4 ns, the frequency-doubled out-
put of the laser has a bandwidth of about 150 MHz. Because this bandwidth
is larger than the Doppler width, no reduction of the line widths was observed
for decelerated molecules. In order to observe an effect of the beam velocity
on the Doppler width of the measured transitions, the bandwidth of the laser
system has to be reduced below the Doppler linewidth. Because of the inherent
limitations of a pulsed-laser system, this can be best achieved by replacing the
pulsed laser by a cw laser, as shown in Fig. 3c).
As an example, the 12 → 51np12 transition, obtained using the cw laser sys-
tem presented in Fig. 3c), is shown in Fig. 8, however, without pulsing currents
through the deceleration coils. The red triangles and blue diamonds represent
measurements with the valve body kept at a temperature of 77 and 10 K, re-
spectively. The red and blue curves are Gaussian fits to the data and have a
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 50 and 25 MHz, respectively. The de-
crease of the linewidth by a factor of two reflects the reduction in velocity from
1000 to 500 m/s for the lower temperature. It is expected that decelerating the
molecules to velocities around 100 m/s will result in a further reduction of the
observed linewidths, and work in this direction is currently in progress.
5. Conclusions
High-resolution spectroscopy of high Rydberg states of He2 using a pulsed
UV laser with a Fourier-transform-limited bandwidth of 150 MHz was used to
determine energy intervals between rotational states of He2
+
, the N
+ = 1 to
N
+ = 3 interval with a precision of 18 MHz and the N+ = 11 to the N+ = 13 in-
terval with a precision of 150 MHz. Both intervals are smaller than predicted by
the most recent ab initio calculations [9], which do not include QED corrections
to the level energies.
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Figure 8: Comparison between measurements of the 12 → 51p12 transition using the cw
ring dye laser setup of Fig. 3c) with valve temperatures of 77 (solid triangles) and 10 K (solid
diamonds), respectively. The solid red and blue lines represent gaussian fits to the data points
with FWHM’s of 50, and 25 MHz, respectively.
Multistage Zeeman deceleration was used to generate slow beams of transla-
tionally cold metastable He2 molecules (He
∗
2) and contributed to a reduction of
the uncertainties in the experimental transition frequencies by reducing Doppler
shifts. A complete redistribution among near-degenerate magnetic sublevels of
the spin-rotational levels of metastable He2 in regions of near-zero magnetic
fields located in the pumping sections of the decelerator was shown to affect the
relative populations of the N
′′
, J
′′
spin-rotational states of He
∗
2 , and, by doing
so, facilitated the spectral assignments.
Replacing the pulsed UV laser by a cw UV laser enabled us to reduce the
line widths of the observed transitions from 150 MHz to 50 and 25 MHz in
experiments carried out with He
∗
2 beams having average velocities of 1000 and
500 m/s, respectively. The combination of multistage Zeeman deceleration of
He
∗
2 with cw-laser excitation has the potential to improve the precision and
accuracy of the present results by more than an order of magnitude, as recently
demonstrated using an ultracold sample of cesium atoms in Ref. [64].
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